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The B & B offer to its   guests our family welcome and  at the same time, ouwner privacy; we have not  just
thought to make the rooms warm and cozy, but to savor every moment of relaxation during your vacation:  at
la Meridiana  the time magically stops.
In a living room lit by large windows that filter the warm light of the sun, it feels a bit 'like a small hotel. The
relaxed atmosphere and intimate means that everyone can fully enjoy their time: snuggling into a soft couch
watching TV, reading a book or newspaper while sitting comfortably in a traditional wooden bench with
white pillows or playing a game of chess or cards in front of fireplace, accompained by the sound of crackling
wood.
Thanks to the wide spaces our guests not only have their own room available, but can enjoy this beautiful area
day and feel at home.
During the afternoon or in the evening before going to bed our guests could drink a good tisane, a coffè
(espresso or black ) or a cup of different kind of the.
During the summer our jewelry is a fantastic garden with a lot of flowers and fruit’s trees and a nice
swimmingpool
 we are happy to have you  as our guests .
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